
Which  Witch?



When two letters come together to make one
sound, it is called a digraph. In words with a
digraph, there are more letters than sounds
like in /wh/ /i/ /p/. 

Fun
Phonics

Tips

wh
Look for this sound!
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Here    are    Zelda,    Wilma,

Luna,    and    Tabitha.
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Which    witch    is    which?

Can    you    tell?
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Which    witch    will    you

see    when    it    is    witch

visiting    day? 

Wilma    and    Zelda!
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Which    whiff    do    you    like

when    you    mix    the    pots? 

Yuck! 
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Which    witch    will    you

get    to    whip    up

your    lunch?
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With    which    witch    will

you    play    a    chess   

 match?
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Which    witch   will    you    go

with    to    get    back    to

your    pals?
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Decodable Words

when
where
which

whiff
whim
whip

Target Phonics Skill

Digraph wh

High-Frequency Words

day
play

see
your

Wh digraphs are
usually in the beginning
of a word.

Here are some words
with wh digraphs:
when, whack, and whip.

With digraphs, there are
fewer sounds than
letters. For example,
whisk has five letters
but only four sounds
/wh/ /i/ /s/ /k/. The     
 wh is the digraph.

Decodable Words can be sounded out
based on the letter-sound relationships.

High-Frequency Words are the most
commonly used words. Your reader will
begin to recognize them. 

Digraphs are the combination of two
letters to represent one sound, as in
/sh/ in ship.

Digraph Fun
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